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states, respectively. Thus the finite automaton jmt given might be interpretations. (Similarly, the grammars we have been concerned with 
represented thus: throughout this book are neutral with respect to the separate problems 

Finite automata can be directly related to rewriting grammars of a par
ticularly restricted sort. Every instruction is a triple (Si. Sj. Uk). Suppose 
we interpret the slates as the auxiliary symbols of a rewriting grammar 
and the output symbols as the lenninal symbols. Then every such in
struction that does not lead to a final state can be giveIl as a rule ofa 
grammar: 51 -4 Sjd.; while those instructions of the given form in which 
SJ is final can be represented thus: SI ---> a~. A grammar in whicb every 
rule has one of these two forms is called a finite-slate grammar.' Such 
grammars are equivalent to finite automata. What corresponds to the 
restriction on finite automata that the symbols be printed one at a time 
and in the same order is the restriction that the nontenninal symbol SJ 
always appear to the left of the tenninal symbol in rules of the first type. 
A finite-state grammar defining the above language has the following 
rules: 

+ 

S->Sa 
S->Sb 
S~" 

S~b 


ltisimportanttorealizethatindescribingtiniteautomatawehave 
used an intuitive picture ofasystem that can be given a precise matbe
matical form. When we talk about '"machines," "tapes," and the like, 
we are only using suggestive tenninology for what might be a concrete 
model of the mathematical system itself. ForexampJe, we have described 
the hypotbetical machine as a device for printing out symbols on a tape. 
It would be just as correct to describe it as a machine that "accepts" 
tapes by looking at inputs and carrying out transitions according to 
internal stale and =nned symbol. The mathematical system that under
lies our intuitive picture is absolutely neutral with respect to these two 

I. Aetually.lhefinite..lategrommarsgivenh"",areaspe<:lalela.scalt.:dleft-Upeargram-. 
mars (nlUJledfnr Ihe pnsition of the single nnnternunal dement nn the right.idc ofcvcIY 
rule). TheyarecxacUyeQuivaltntlntbesymmetl'icatlyde8nedright·lineargrammars. 

of "analysis," or acceplance, and "synthesis," or production.) 
When we consider the set of sentences that is defined by agl1llllmaf, 

or automaton, we are considering what is called weak generative capacity. 
The term strong generative caparlty refento the set of structural de
scriptions assigned to its sentences by a grammar. We will concern 
ourselves here for the time being with weak generative capacity. And we 
will consider questions about tbe weak generative capacity of whole 
classes of grammars and automata. What we have just proved, in effect, 
is that for every finite automaton defining a language L we can construct 
a finite-state grammar generating L. We can show similatiy that for every 
finite-state.grammarthereisaweaklyequivalentfinileautomaton(thatis. 
equiyalent in its weak generative capacity). Let there be given a finite 
state grammar G .. we know that it has an initial symbol S. Let the cor
responding finite automaton have one initial state S. We know further 
that the finite-state grammar has only roles of the form: A -> B c or A _ 
a, where A, B, are auxiliary symbols and tl, c represent terminal symbols. 
Let there be final slates B" 8., ... 8. for all rules of the latter ronn. 
and let the instructions of the finite automaton be tbese for the cor
responding rules of the grammar: 

(A,8,c) 

(A,8" a) A~" 


where tbe B, are the final states given above for each rule of the second 
form. Since we can construct a finite antomaton for every language de
fined by a finite state grammar and vice versa, we know that the two sys
tems are weakly equivalent. 

A language that can be defined by a finite-state system (that is, a 
grammar or automaton) is called a regular language. A good deal is known 
about the characteristics of such systems and their associated languages. 
Fore;w.mple, it can be shown that ifL, and L,are regular languages. 
then 80 are the foUowing ones. 

Theorem I. L, n L,: the intersectionofL, and L" that is, the set of 
all strings that are both in L, and L" is a regular lan
guage. 

Theorem 2. L, U Lo.: the union of L, and L,. that is. the set of all 
strings that are either in L, orL"isaregularlanguage. 

Tbeorem 3. L, x L,; the concatenate (or Cartesian product) of L, 
and L" that is, the set of all strings xy such that x is in 
L, andyisinL.,isareguiarlanguage. 
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and in ge~<:r:J1 IIllIi"mi.Hih'"", but not Imti-mi,5,j'ill', 

Ohserve th:;1 we ,Ir~ l"lking about the idealized system that we <;all 
thc comrelenc~ of (h(" EnglJ,h speaker. We know that in factthc limits 
of ac,'trt:lbility arc '1uickly reached in self-embedded sentences. BUI lhi~ 
fact al'out utterance, felli,,,,., immediately from the assumption that the 
,peaker or he<lrer of a language has essentially the chamderistics of a 
finite autOrllat"n. Fly 'rhlling up the problem of characterizing linglllstk 
behavior into a theory of ('ompetence and a theory of rerfonnancc. \\(" 
are able to achieve a better fit to thc fads than if we try to build limitations 
on embedding and the like into our theory of grammar. For cxample. we 
can predict in this way that by ch~nging: the performance <.:Ollditions we 
can ch~nge the limitations on self-embedding: ('ee Sedion 2.2). 

Let us now simply t~ke note of thc fact that a theory of syntax 
proposed in the late 1940s and early 1950, wa, e~,enti'llly like the theory 
of finite automata. In a paper fjTht published in a techni<.:al tr.-lde journal 
of the Bell Telephone system, C. E. Shannon ues<;ribcd a way of looking 
at language as a probabilistic or stocha~tic process. The model given 
by Shannon is, in the simplest cases, nadly the same as a finite autom
aton. Consider ~ finite automaton with one ~tate, which IS initial and 
final, and transitions for each won] ofEngli~h. Such a sy~tem i~ equivalent 
to what Shannon called a zero-order approximation to Engli,h, A first
order' approximation 10 English is given by requiring that the words appl'W 
accordrrlg !<) theJr fre'luenq of occurrence in, say, written Engli~h (ac
cordiJig to lh<:II' pr,)bahilitie,), A second-order approximation to Lngli~h 
i, one in whkh we pal' alieni ion to pairs of words. Thus, the first trallsi 
lion> would giw th~ po"ibk first words of English ,entences, the ntxt 
tr,Hl~ition, the po","iblc continuations for each of these first words, the 
ncxt thl' posslhk foll()wing \\ords for I/lose words, and so on. If We add 
prohahiliti~, (() the tr"mition' we wiJl have again a finite automahm. but 
olle in \\hich '''e 'Ilperimr(l,,, a restriction to make the final series Of'l'll 

;~ conform l<l (he pmhabilitics. In general, an 'jth-order approxima
(0 Engji~h i\ une in which we take into account possible sequen~e, 

/I word" <;kmnon ~ive, the following sample of ~ second-()ede! 
"pprl'xim~tion to written English' 

CHARACTER OF THIS ~OINT IS 1 HJ- ~r'HlRE ~.'()'TH~R ."~.j lj(JD H)K r [j!, LI'TT~.RS 
fH,\T 1IIE TIME OF WIIOEVER ruu' THE PROBLEM f-(JR ,~N U~HPECTED 

A~ can be seen, each pair of words can stand in a grammahcal English 
sentence, and indeed much longer sequences can be put into English 
sentences with a little ingenuity 

This picture of the structure of Fnglish, l()gether with the mathe

TUli~g Machinei and UHestlictetJ Re~rltlng Syst'ms 

rll>ltical concepts that Shannon developed rn iuj'unJ'alio" 
5hannon and Weaver, 1948). were quickly ur 
wn,iJered as possible model, of syntactic and 
(,ee, for example, Hockett, 1955; Glea~on, 13m a~ Chornsk} 
~h()",~d (]956, 1957), ~uch models must fail. ,incr lhcy arc in CSS(,IKe 
ju~t like finite-state grammars. Increasing the ordn of approximation doc, 
nothing to circumvent the hasic problem of the' ~elfcmbedding ~truC!ur~ 
of Ilatl!ral language. since given scJf-ernbeJding, can alway, lind a 
,cntenc<;: in which" i" exceeded no rn~tter "hal 11 we choos~ for the 11th 
order approximation, Moreover. the auuitiun of probabilities is irrelevant 
to describing language competence. Probability means frequency of 
occurrence, But it is possible for speakers to utter and understand sen
tences that they have never heard before, that is. sentences with zero 
probability, On thc other hand, since ~peakers do make mistakes. some 
sentence~ that arc ungrammatical will have a probability greater than zero, 
But the inappropriatenes~ of the finrte-state model can be seen most 
dramatically, perhaps. by computing the amount of information that 
would have to bc stored in the brain even if we limited the length of sen-

Miller and Chomsky, 1963. p. 430, 

8.3 Turing Machines and Unrestricted Rewriting Systems 
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The MJthemilticill Theury uf SrJmmars 

a) S, a, a, S, 
b)S, uJ RS, 
c) 5, aj L S, 

These instructions are interpreted as follows: When in state SI scanning 
symbol 11), change to state SI and (a) replace the scanned symbol by (l"or 
(b) move one square to the right, or (c) move one square to the left. 

Let us assume that a designated member of the alphabet (say #) plays 
the role of a blank symool. We can arrange our definitions in such a way 
that whenever the machine reaches the end of the current expression on 
its tape, a new instance of # is added. In addition, let every tape expres· 
sion begin in the form "# x #." This convention has the effect of making 
the tape infinitely extendable in either direction. 

At each point in a computation we can completely describe the 
machine by giving its current state, the symbol scanned and the remainder 
of the expression on the tape, for example thus: 

xaj51Y 	"the machine is in state S, scanning II] and the expression on 
the tape is XIIJY" 

Such a sl'(juence of symbols (of which all but one are in the alphabet, and 
that one exception is a state) is called an instantaneous desuiption. We 
say that one instantaneous description Y follows from an instantaneous 
description x (in symbols, "x > Y·') when one of the following cases holds: 

a)x=za;SiW y=w,j,',w and the machine (M) has 
the instlllction 5,(l,(lk5, 

~:: ~:;(;~:w} M has 
S, IIJ R 5, 

Mhas 
5,(l,L5, 

Now we can define such notions as machine "M computes z from w" in 
terms of sequences of instantaneous descriptions, beginning with the 
machine in an initial state scanning the leftmost symbol of wand con" 
tinuing step by step. each step an instance of the relation of "following 
from," and ending wilh z in a final slate. The close connection hetween 
the systems we are considering and formal grammars (where "derivation" 
is like "computation·') should be apparent. 

Here is an example of a very simple TUring machine that accepts 
~trings of a's: 

1. So a a 5, 

Turing Ma~hines aid Unrestrict~d R~writinz Systems '93 

2. S, uR 5, 

3.5, # # 5f {where Sris the one final state) 


A compUiation by this machine is the following: 

aSo a 
(lS, a (by 1) 
aaS, (by 2) 
ua#S I (also by 2. See case (c) above.) 
ua#Sf (by 3) 

If the machine encounters anything but a continuous string of II'S, il wilt 
never reach a final state 

A somewhat more complicated machine defining the language u"b" 
has the following instructions (we will just let numbers represent states 
(0 = S", and so on)): 

1.0anl 7.3#L4 
2.la#2 8.4b#5 
3.2#R2 9.5#L6 
4.2uR2 10.6bL6 
5.2bb3 II. 6aL6 
6.3bR3 12. 6#R I 

13. 1# # f{wherefis final) 

Given an input lape in the language beginning with an II. the machine 
replaces it by the blank symbol (2), moves to the right until it finds a b, 
switches to a new state (5), moves to the right until it encounters the end 
of the string (7), erases one h (8) and moves back to the now initial", 
then repeats the process. As the reader can determine, the machine will 
end in a final state with all a's and b·s replaced by blank symbols for 
strings of the form u"h". We can see further that it will reach a final 
stale only for such strings. The strings that are not in the language will 
fall into the following classes, and we can see for each one that the 
computation will not terminate inf: 

J. The empty string. There is no instruction for the pair CO, #). 
2. Strings in which some b precedes an a. There is no instruction for 
the pair {3, (l), so the computation cannot continue. 
3. Strings consi~ting wholly of h's. There is no instruction for the 
pair (0, b). 
4. Strings consisting wholly of {l'S. M will continue "forever" going 
right with instruction (3). 





The MathHmatlcal IhBory of Grallmars The Hlermhy~fl3ngu,gesandAewriling&rlmmars ''1 
for determmwg both the language and Its complement. Hence, by a 
double application of Church's thesis, there IS a Turing machine enu
merallng both the language dnd 11> <:ompfement, and the langu"ge i'> 
rCt;Uf,jVe Ontheotherhand.lhcrear<:ianguagesthatarerecur"vc but 
ale flot generated by phrase-~lluctlJrC ~j,lmmar~, The proof oflh" Q,l1e
m~nt m\llIVc~ a so-called d],lgonal argument. suppo~e we enull1er,lk Ihe 
,~t of the complements of ,til languages ttl 
,omc definite procedure. Wc that possible, 
detelmin~ by a definite procedure \\he(h~, string 0' l~ mot In 
the language 01 a given gr,lmmar. The language con~l~twg orthe comple
ments of the langudge~ of the grammars in OlIT enllmerat'''n cannot itself 
have a phJ.;.'e-,tructurc grammar, since we have dchned Ita~containing 
strings that dre exeluded fJOm the languages ofe,lch of the grammarsin 
our enumeration. Thu, it contains some sentence th,lt i, nol in the lan
guage of the firsl grall1nlolr, some sentence that bnolmthel"nguageof 
thc ~ecoml grammar, and w on IhrOll!',h all phrase-structure grdmll1dr'> 

No\.\ let u>consitlerthe c(Jnncctwnbctweencertainclasse",fgl:tm
01df' ,mtl luring machines Tn (h,'pICl "2 "e described a simpk d,l" 
of gr,trTIIJlars called unreslrKted I"c\'\lltlllg ~y~tems_ The~e system~ tUln 
out to be es~entlally identical \\lth a type of formal sy~tem called a ;cm,
lhue ;v,tCIll (a spccial kinti "fPo,t'l-"'>tcmjlhathasbeensh"\\lll0be 
,dcntl(al in pow~r to a TUlin~ m,.~hine Hy Church's thesis we knu\I Ih,lt 
no matter what kinti 01 unrestricted rewriting system wc set lip, since 
they are definite W'l~m', we will be able to construcl a Turing machine 
that will do "hatever the formal system will do. (It would be laborious 
but quite fea"bJe to ,how how 10 con5truct a Turing machine that would 
imitate th~ openlhon of an unrestricled rewrilmg ~y'lem.) Conversely, 
we can sho\\ how to '>et up an unrestricted rewnting s~~lem that will do 
just what a Tunng mdchme will do. All we need do IS note that the in
'Lll1L'meou~ de~ctiphon or a 1ulm!'- ll1a~hmc is a sequence of~; mbo!' 
~nd ,hOlI for each type of m~tl UClh)fl "I d Turing machine hO\l "e ,',In 
torm on<: or more rule~ for" UR~ (unre'ln,;!ed rewritiog ~ystem) 

If the Turing machine h,I'> lctlheURShave therulcs 
thcmstruetion 

of 

S,a,L .,', 

Now given a Tunng machine that accepls a given language ~ay by map
ping II ,nto blanks in il limll ~lale. ,,~ can comtruct a URS that ,Keept, 
Ihe "m1<' language by imil.1tmg the ,tcl" of the mappingproce" FOI 

ex,lmp!e, if we take the runn~ machIne given above (p. 193) for the l,;n
guage a"b", we cancon,lruct acoTTesponding URSas follow, 

"'\,---+,,," 
a'; 

If"e ddmc' ,,'-<:tpting" in the same \'a~ a, \\,Ih <>Ul 'luring machme_ 
the URS accepts the l,l.n~uage Ifll maps strings in the langu,'ge inl" strings 
"f #'s and ends with the >mgle symbolSJ - then it is clearthatlhe URS 
d()es exactly what the corre~pondmg Turing machine docs 'I" convert 
the system into a grammar "'e need 10 do some modifying. Suppo~~ I' e 
m.ckeagrammarthalha'theetrect"fgeneratinganarbiuary~lrjngof,,', 

and b's followed by a special symbol C. and a mirror image of the 'tnng of 
a's ,md b', hur ",jIlt nontermmal symbols. rand !l in I'lac~ 01 a and b, 
re~pedl\'el; "'10\\ "e allow C 10 play Ihe role "I .In lI11tlalstate in a sub
routm~ th~1 m,lps the ~trings of A's ,mu fl', ml,' #', just in case the 
origm.11 1 ulmg mdLliine did so with th~ minor ml~"c of ,,'~ and b's (this 
i~ob\lou,11- p"",hle). Finally, wedelelelhe~;lTlb,'lcorrespondingtothe 
linal stal~ ,>f the I'Ilring machine, We \\,11 be lell \llih "~tring of a'~ and 
b's j,,,1 in ca;c tlMI ~tring is in the l,m!\lJa~~ ,l(ccpted by the Turing 
machine. Our grammar would hegin like this: 

S-u.'iA 
S ----> bSB 
S~C 

Here would begin th~ ~llbroutme nn,lating the reversed furing machine 
and ~null,g \I,lh the rule correspondmg In [he I,I~I Illstruehon of the 
mach'ne 

#\, 

Since ,Ill th~ ,ule,> ,lre wilhin the detinlll')ll ofmk'> e>fa URS, we know 
that no matter what luring ma,hme we choose, we can con~tnKt a gram 
m"r that generates a ~lring ,\ jU'1 m ca~e x is accepted by the machllle 

B.4 The Hierarchy of languages and Rewriting Grammars 

This section will blictly summarize what we have discll~~cd aboullhc 
weak rCneral'\~ of t,pe~ of ah,lrdd machines and 
grammars, dllU rr,unmaf~ [hat we have not 
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explicitly discussed in this chapler. An unrestricted rewriting system 
is defined as a system with rules of the form "x ..... y" in which we do 
not place any additional requirements on the form of the rule. Making 
such further restrictions gives us further classes of grammars, including 
context·sensitive phrase-structure grammars and context-free phrase
structure grammars (Chapter 3). For languages, grammars, and machines 
the following hierarchy has been proved to exist: 

~e 	 Grammars Automata Languages 

o 	 Turing machines [eGursivelyenumerable 
rewriting 

phrase-structure languages 

context-free lan~uages 

In each instance, there are languages of Type, that cannot be generated 
by grammars or machines of Type,. I. (A survey of these results is given 
in Chomsky, 1963, where the reader may find references to literature 
dealing with the abstract machines we have not discnssoo here.) 

Where do the natural languages stand in relation to the above 
hierarchy? We have considered this question at various points in our 
exposition. In the discussion of finite automata and finite-state grammars, 
we saw evidence that natural languages are beyond the scope of those 
systems. In an earlier chapter I argued that the natur.u languages mnst 
be considered at most to be recursively enumerable, and in the last sec
tion I argued that they should be considered recursive (see Putnam, 
1962). Some linguists have argued that the natur.u languages are beyond 
the scope of context-free grammars (Postal, 1964), and this seems to be 
quite likely 

8,5 The Weak Generative Capacity of Transformational Grammars 

The relevance of mathematical studies like those presented so far in 
this chapter has been limited until the last few years by the fact that all 
the simple systems studied were known to be inadequate empirically for 
reasons having to do with strong generative capacity ~ that is, the ability 
of a grammar to assign structural descriptions to the sentences it gener

ates~while the mathematical properties of the class of grammars that 
seemed to offer most hope for an empirically adequate theory were com
pletely unknown. Let us first note two examples of the iuadequacy of the 
rewriting grammars in terms of their strong generative capacity, and then 
look at some recent steps that have begun to fill in our knowledge about 
the formal properties of transformational grammars. 

An essential property that distinguishes context-sensitive grammars 
from context-free grammars is that the fonner, but not the latter. are able 
to incorporate series of rules whose effect is rearranging elements in a 
string. Suppose we have a gmmmarwith a rule like this: 

By introducing new nonterminal symbols, we can produce the same effect 
by rules that are-taken one by one~context-sensitive phrase-stlUcture 
rules: 

AB-+AB 

AB ..... ;iB 

AB....,. BB 

Bjj....,. BA 


where A and jj are new nonterminal symbols. In earlier chapters we have 
considered numerous examples of sentences that are related formally by 
a difference in the order of constituents; for example, questions and re
lated declarative sentences, passives and actives, extraposed and 
nonextraposed sentences. But if we try to relate such sentences by 
context-sensitive rules like those just given, our grammars will assign 
the wrong structural analyses to the sentences. In the example just given, 
for example, a partial phrase-marker associated with those rules would 
look like this: 

Thus the grammar would assign an analysis in which the A's are oftype 
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lJ and the B's of type A. If we think of the linguistic analogs of such ~itua
tions, this would be like having a rule inverting noun phr~ses and verb5, 
and the grammar would define phrase-marke rs like the followill): 

T~e W e~k Genmti'e C. p.e it, Gl Tr.nsIG ' m~lion jl Gramma' s 

in rewriting grammars. Let us call a grammar in which every rule ·'x ..... y" 
meets the restriction thaty is at least as long asx,a nonshrinking grammar. 
It i ~ possible to show that there is a context·sensitive grammar that will 
generate any language gencrable by a nonshrinking grammar (Kuroda, 

/5/r /VP/Ad" 

r + I
John here 

If we want our grammar to relate sentences that arc di ffere nt permuta
tions of the same sets of constituents, and if we want the grammar to 
prcserve the constituency assignments of the phrase-markers, then we 
must ~dd something like transformational rules to our grammar 

A second inadequacy in the strong generative capacity of rewriting 
gra lllillars is the fac t that the grammars only assign single phrase-markers 
to given senten •.es. The only structure assignments that phrase-structure 
grammar~ give is the IInal phrase-marker of the rules. Many examples in 
earl ier chapters show that sentences mus t be assigned at least two phrase· 
markers as part of thei r structur.rl descrip tions (for n:ample, deep and 
surfa<.:e structure~), On<.:e again. if we try to meet th is aim we arc on the 
way to defining a ty pe of grammar tha t is transformational. 

In the last few years , forma! studies of transformational grammars 
have establiShed that transformational grammars are extremely pOwerful 
systems. In fact, under most of the restrictions that have be en suggested 
by linguists they are exactly equivalent to nnrestricted rewriting systems 
(hence, also Turing machi nes) in their weak gencrative capacity. It would 
take u~ too far afield to go throtlgh a rigorous demonstration of the 
theorems that have be~n proved about transfo rmational grammars.' But 
we can prescnt ~ome resu lts and show why it is reasonable that the results 
are what they are 

First. let us notice the crucial rolc tha t is played by mles of deletion 

1964). This amounts to saying that the diffe rence between unrcs tricted 
rewriting systems and the more restricted phrase-structure grammars is 
that it is pOssible to dele te elements by rules of the fonncr but 
latter. Since transformational rules can carry out deletions, it 
necessary to show that the structure of a tran~formational gr.rmma r 
(thc ordering of the transformational rules after all base rules, the cyclic 
principle , and so forth) does not prev~n t us fro m applying deletion rules 
so that they imitate the effe ct of an unrestri<.:ted rewriting wstem. As 
mentioned above, Church's thesis allows us to assume that any lanflllage 
that can be ge nerated by ~ transformational grammar can be accepted by 
some Turing machine. 

When we define transformat ional grammars mathematically, it i~ 

necessary to make precise certain notions that are vague in the linguistic 
liler~ture, to make choices where the theory of syntax has left varions 
qnestions open, and to idealize by simplifying the theory in nonefllcial 
ways. First of all , let us not ice that for stud ies of weak generativ~ pOwer 
we can dispense with complex elements in synta, an d assume that the 
ba~e of a transformational grammar has simple unanal yzed ~Iements as 
its basic elements. We can do tnis because io any gi"en gr ..mmarthe num 
ber of pos5ible combinations of the features that make up the complex 
elements will have a definite limit , and we can assnme that we have as 
many di stin<.:t elements to represent these ditfer~nt combina tioos as we 
need. Complex elements are int roduced for reasons that h~ve 10 do with 
<.:aptllring generalizations and so on, and play no essential role in weak 
generative power. Beyond this, we can make varions explicit choices 
about the type of base that is allowed, and also study the effectsofvarious 
rest rictions on the operation of the transformations. 

I'he first result we will consider is the following. Considcra theory of 
transformational gT'dmmar in which. along with the usual definiti ons of tile 
operations or transformations. the construction of base phra~e-mal'kers 
fro m the base nlles . and so on , we make the following a~sumptions 

I. n,e base is a context-sensitive phra~e-stl1lcture grammar. 
2. The tr~ns format ions are linearly ordered and apply cyclically. 
3. 	 Deletions are res tric ted to fixed terminal elements. or to con· 

stitncnts identical to constituents that remaineisewhere in th e 
phrase·marke r. 

Let us call stich a system a transformational grammar wi th a cont~ 't
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'<'men,"", 
or elements no! ongin<11 grammar. 

stances of thi, particular terminal symbol, we ha\'C th~ 

URG. Then we will show that a transformation can c,;rry 
step, and that hence a transformational grammar can generate any 
guage that can be generated by an unrestricted rewriting ,ystem 

Consider an arbitrary recursively enumerable language_ It can be 
generated. as we have seen, by some grammar G in which every mleis of 
the form "x -, y." Wilh no restrictions on x and y. Let us conSlwct a new 
graillmar G' as follows. For ever, rule x - • .1 of G in which} is a, Ion;: ", 
" let (;' have the same rtlle x ~ '- 1"01' every wle in which y i, short"r 
thml X by k symhols.let G' h,ll'e the rule _t ----- yD", where B is a ne" non· 
terminal symbol not in G_ In additl"n. Itt (,' have for every symbol" In 
the v()cahularies of G a rule fill ",ll I'inally, let G' have the rllie' 
(whne -# is the boundary syrnholJ: /I # - h # and Bb ----- bb, wh<'re /, i~ a 
new tenninal symbol not in the alphahel 01' G Now for every string x 
derivable from G there will be a derivation in (;' oflhe ~tring-<I/ for some 
i 2: O. This ,~clear in the case where none of the new rules with B's is in
volved in a uerivation In case a rule with B is m;ed. then the rules 
Ba ----; (lB will remove (he /I's so that the derivati()n can proceed as before 
on the remainder of the stnng. We must make the replacement of B by b 
contingent on the houndary symbol in order to make sure that we do not 
end Ill' with h's interspersed throughOllt 1he terminal strings. 1 ',)1 every 
'(ring _,i)' derivable by G' there wlll be a der'ivation of x from G. W" ~,'w 
ab'h~ Ihat for every nonshrinkmg gramlllM there is a weakly equivdlcnt 
cOnfext-,ensitive grammar. :--low we Ciln provide one cyclk transf"lnw
tion 

X b 
I 2~ 
I , 

This rule will map the ~jrings )Cbl into)C. thus giving exactly the language 
of G, Thus. with a context-sensitive base, transformational grammars are 
e~;,,·th equivalent m their we"k ~en~n,tive power to Turing machine, 
Peters ,md Ritchie showed fUrLher that the following theorems holJ 

The Weak Gsnmtive Cap.&ity ~j Trus!,rmJti.nal GlammitS 

For every recursively enumerable language L there is a tran>
formational grammar T generating L (using the filter function of 
tran,l-urlllation,) with any of the following dwrClcteri,tics: 

rllk~ 

fhese results show that restricting the base does not affect the generative 
power of a transformational grammar at all. We will consider the linguisti<: 
implications of this faci in Chapter 11. The results show further that the 
power of transformations is snch that they can do just ahLlut anything 
The proof of these theorems involve, setting up transf()rmati()n, that 
are perfectly well-behaved under the linguistic definitions oftransfolma
tion" but that imitate exactly the operation of a Turing machine. It i, 
not ,urpri''''g that tran~formation~ can d,> e,~~nfiall}- fh" Mime thing as 
the in'truclions of ,I ruring machine. What J<' ,urrri~il1~ is that imposing 
variou> limit"tion, like the reeoverability ,·onditklll. <.:yclic operation, 
and re,triCli()n, I'll the base have no elkct whah()e\ cr on the power of 
the s"ltOm". 

Let u, c()n~idl'f again the linguistic lInpllcati()I1S of the above mathe
nllltical results. In earlier sections ofthi~ chapter we saw that finite-state 
grammars are inadequate a, theori~~ hecause the classes of langna;:e, 
they define do not contain the das> of natural languages. In the pre~ent 
8e~tion we have seen that lran,formational grammars of a wide variety of 

are llquivalent to the l1,o,t powerful abstract systems known 
machines and llnre,lricted rewriting systems. Thu~ 

are inadequate for just the opposite rea~on& 
and dll not sufficiently delimll the' ~lass Dr 

guage,>. 
,\nother wa)- of looking at these cond'l',]on, IS the following one 

(from Pel"", ami RLlL"hie, forthcoming), 11" we ~onlpa'T existing partial 
gramnwr, [or ndlulal languages with the' full <:I,Wi e,f sy,tems given by 
the ,tand;lrd Ihe"ry (and derivative thc<>ric». we can ~ee lhat only a 
small fn,ctillo l>f Ihe possible kinds of ruk;; i, i" tact used. For example, 
it is perfectly possible to wrile a tran~formatiOD that will take an IVP 
oc~urring at the head of a ~entence, and add three copies of the :Ii /' to 
the end of the sentence. each nile followed by a copy of the second 1\'f> 

in the sentence; that is, a ruk that would CalTY structures like (1) into 
structures like (2): 

2. J"hn r>.1ar; Jc>hn\bry 
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